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Introduction 
• We’re in a 3 week series on Church Gathered - Sundays - and what do we do on Sundays? 

๏ Corporate Prayer 
๏ Sunday School 
๏ Corporate Worship - will be today 

• Let me ask you this, what are your feelings towards Sundays and corporate worship? 
๏ Do you think of Sundays as obligation? Dread? Boredom? Anxiety sometimes because of 

social situations or labor you want to avoid? 
✴ Now, those are all real - and I know I’ve been there definitely different times myself 

• But, I would say at least personally, in my better days as a follower of Jesus - the thing I most 
look forward to, feel strengthened, rested, encouraged, fed - has been at worship on Sunday 
mornings 
๏ Specifically I think of my days at CFC especially before I was a pastor - I just remember 

loving the feeling of waking up in the morning, take a shower, getting ready for the 
church, and then drive to church with Marilyn and…gosh I just felt like the Lord met me 
time after time in worship, in the Word, in times of prayer, in communion, in the 
benediction, and even in fellowship and conversation with others after 
✴ Now I can’t remember anything that specific - but I just know that constant washing 

over my soul of Sundays was so, so good - I craved it and loved it 
๏ And now, I’d say even being here at JOAN and even though I’m here preaching and 

serving - I can say I have that same sense of hunger and joy about Sunday mornings 
• And I think that’s how God designed Sundays to be, right?  

๏ Sundays is our day of Sabbath rest - and part of that design is for us to be with God’s 
people - being reminded of the REST we have in Christ in the Gospel and with God’s 
people 
✴ And you all are going hard I know Monday-Saturday - its a grind with family, with 

work, with trials, with struggles, with conflict 
๏ My prayer as your pastor is week by week as I prepare in the Word and also as all the 

other elements of the service are coming together 
✴ That my deepest desire as a pastor is that this flock with be so well served every 

Sunday morning - that this place would be your safe place, your place of refuge, your 
place of strength 
- And then you leave ready for Monday-Saturday…and then you come back again 

Sunday for that strengthening again 
• What you all think? - Does that sound good to you? Good to your soul? Isn’t that what you 

want from your Sunday morning? 
• Well, let’s talk about then - what is it that Corporate Worship would look like - and what the 

specific elements, style, philosophy are - and again big picture, I pray you leave this 
message…hungry and saying…gosh, I can’t wait for us to worship together every Sunday 
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• Outline 
๏ 1. Location and Time of Corporate Worship 
๏ 2. Style of Corporate Worship 
๏ 3. Flow of Corporate Worship 
๏ 4. Highlighting specific areas of Corporate Worship 

1. Location and Time of Corporate Worship 
• Location: Sharon Elementary School (3595 Old Atlanta Rd, Suwanee, GA 30024) 

๏ We had a great meeting with the principal, Dr. Brian Keefer, and so many great things but 
maybe best of all, he is a believer and is really supportive of us and our church and it 
really helps to have that mutual understanding and relationship 
✴ We we are trusting this is where God wants us to be and we’re going to continue in 

this direction 
• Time of Sundays -> just going to show it, but will discuss this in more detail another Sunday 

๏ 9:15am-9:45am - Corporate Prayer 
๏ 10am-11:15am - Corporate Worship 
๏ 11:15am-11:45am - Sunday School 

2. Style of Corporate Worship 
• When I say “style” its kind of like personality, flavor, feel - whenever you walk into a church - 

you instinctually know there’s a certain feel to this church’s worship service - and the terms 
are usually traditional, contemporary, seeker-sensitive, liturgical, multi-cultural, etc. 

• So what terms would I use to describe our style? - Well here’s where I think we’ll start…but 
I’ll say this as well - I think styles do have room to change and flex as we grow 

• Here’s the terms I’d use and want us to lean towards: 
๏ 1. Reverent and joyful 

✴ So I do think something our church culture in the US has lost a lot of compared to 
most of the world is that church is a sense of reverence - that God is Holy 
- And here’s a little teaching aside, but the word “holy” most of us associate that 

word with “moral purity” - God is “holy” / morally pure and I’m sinful 
- But the word “holy” is NOT actually technically about God’s moral purity - the 

word there would more be God’s righteousness 
• The word “holy” is more like “other”, “unique” - God is other, unique, set 

apart, in His own category 
• God exists up here as God alone - and everything else - creation, humans, 

angels, demons, even Satan are NOT in his category - all are beneath him 
• God is HOLY, HOLY, HOLY - God is other, other, other 

- And so if God is Holy - worship of the Holy God when we walk into His 
sanctuary…should not be flippant, casual, cavalier 
• And again, honestly most non-Western cultures - even and maybe even 

especially non-Christian cultures - still have that sense for God 
• Look at Muslims in the mosque or in Mecca - how much reverence they have 
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• And that’s something I think we ought to recover and because we have many 
Asian cultures around us - I think there’s both a Biblical and contextual reason 
to have a reverent worship style 

- OK, so what would that look like practically? - one I’ll mention is what we wear 
• Now we’re not going to be the fashion police for people that walk in…book of 

James tells us not to judge people or treat people differently based on dress in 
the church. But, at least personally I think once Sunday worship begins - 
similar to Preview Service - I likely will wear a blazer or sometimes maybe a 
sweater with a dress shirt and slacks 
• Now part of this is cultural for me a bit - growing up in the Indian church I 

wasn’t allowed to wear jeans or a t-shirt 
• And then as a pastor at CFC (largely Korean) - I actually wore a full suit and 

tie every Sunday 
• So I’m dressing down!  

• But here’s what both those contexts helped me with - on Sunday morning…
it altered my rhythm of Monday-Saturday and I shaved, I showered, I got 
dressed up - and those physical acts did something spiritually for me too 
where I knew there something DIFFERENT about Sunday, something 
“holy” about Sunday 
• I was there not mainly to meet friends, but I was there to meet God 

• Now am I saying everyone here need to wear Blazers? No, I think it might 
be weird actually if we all did that - but I think generally our feel here 
already is great probably “Business casual” - but just want you to know 
where that’s coming from once you start to see that from me on Sundays 

✴ OK, so I said “reverent” but in tension with reverence is JOY 
- We are the JOY of all Nations right? - Hopefully we’re a JOYFUL church 

• Now, joyful doesn’t have to mean flippant and casual - there’s a DEPTH of joy 
that we’re after - that being in the presence of a Holy God who through Christ 
has welcomed us and called us His own people, His very sons and daughters - 
that ought to bring such incredible depth of joy to our hearts 

• But also, I think there should be expressed, happy, warm JOY in our church - 
we should be able to smile, I think we can be a hugging church (not for 
everyone but hugs are OK in my book), but not just in our fellowship, but also 
our services and sermons hopefully are a mix of depth but also appropriate 
laughter 

๏ 2. Structured but contemporary 
✴ You’ll see this soon, but we will have a fairly structured worship service and the 

elements are clear and will flow and we will aim to end in 1 hour and 15 minutes 
- So in that sense, we won’t be like a lot of non-Western churches that are open 

ended, go where the Spirit leads, time is not an issue 
- Personally, my culture and personality is more in the middle - so that’s why to me 

the 1 hour and 15 minute is a little flexible, but I know that this context is also time 
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sensitive and we also have children in the service so I want to be careful about that 
too 

✴ But at the same time I don’t think of us as overly traditional (so we wouldn’t be overly 
liturgical or have hymns or an organ)  
- And then in terms of song style, I’d lean towards Perimeter’s style - a blend of 

some contemporary hymns and then contemporary songs that have some 
theological depth 

๏ 3. Culturally “American” but open to diverse elements 
✴ What I am getting at here is - well, being Joy of All Nations - will we be the type of 

church that seeks to be truly multi-cultural in our worship? 
- Where we’ll have contemporary, but also Gospel or Latin songs or sing in different 

languages like Hindi or Mandarin or Korean? 
✴ And my answer would be - I think we’ll stay in our general cultural lane which I think 

is more “culturally mainstream American”, but I think we can be open to more 
diversity of languages and styles of music 
- But I think a lot would depend on - do we have gifted musicians and a 

congregation that can sing those styles and languages in a way that is actually 
helpful and not just overly distracting? 

✴ But one area I think we can introduce different languages to celebrate the nations is 
actually the Scripture reading - I think that’s a place that is easier to do that and can be 
something we celebrate from time to time 

3. Flow of Corporate Worship 
• So I want to show our general flow for Corporate Worship - this can adjust, but I think we’ll 

mostly follow this format…and what I want to show through this Table is how our worship 
service seeks to accord with the elements of worship that have been in the Church historically 
- and this was from a recent class on worship I took with Dr. Bryan Chappel who’s the Stated 
Clerk of the PCA 
๏ You can see the Historic Worship Elements (across history and denominations) - 

Adoration, Petition, Instruction, Confession, Assurance, Thanksgiving, Charge, and 
Blessing 

๏ And then for us - we’d try and show 5 main movements of our worship service: Praise, 
Love, Word, Table, and Commissioning 

Worship Element 
at “Joy of All Nations”

Historic Worship Element

1. Worship in Praise 
1.1 Call to Worship 
1.2 Apostles’ Creed / Responsive Reading 
1.3 Song #1 
1.4 Song #2

Adoration

2. Worship in Love 
2.1 Spheres of Love Update 
2.2 Pastoral Prayer

Petition
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4. Special Highlights of Corporate Worship 
• Let me dive a little deeper into 3 elements of corporate worship - 1. Sphere of Love Update, 2. 

Preaching, 3. Giving 
1. Sphere of Love Update 
• So at my previous church we had something called a “Missions Update” which was a weekly 

report from a local or global missionary on the field that we supported and then we prayed for 
that topic 

• I did appreciate doing that to help us as a church to think missionally and be praying - but 
something that developed for me theologically when I got to Atlanta was coming across an 
organization called “Made to Flourish” led by Tom Nelson that helped me see more fully the 
call of the church and specifically pastors on Sundays was to envision and equip God’s people 
to see their vocational work on Monday-Saturday as worship and Sundays was their time to be 
refueled for that calling 
๏ And so weekly at Tom Nelson’s church they had a segment called “This time tomorrow” 

where they’d have a short interview with a member of the church about their work and 
how it contributed to kingdom flourishing 
✴ And I just really loved that as my theology of understanding the Gospel was growing 

from not just being about the salvation of souls only, but that Christ came to redeem 
the whole creation - so all of life was worship…not just church-y and spiritual type 
things 

• So, what I wanted to do was take these ideas and create out own weekly update called the 
“Spheres of Love” - and if you remember in Week 3 I talked about the fruit of the tree in our 
discipleship pathway was “Love” and we had 5 spheres God has called us to love in and it was 
“Family”, “Church”, “Work”, “Society”, and “World” 
๏ So my desire is to have about 3-5 minutes set apart for an update from each of these areas 

that rotates 
• Here’s an example of what it could be: 

๏ 1. Church 
✴ So I think we can have 5 baptism services during the year and in faith we’re praying 

we’ll have people to baptize that have newly come to faith and then we’ll hopefully 
have lots of babies we can baptize too or young people we are confirming to admit to 
the Lord’s Table 

3. Worship in the Word 
3.1 Scripture Reading 
3.2 Proclamation of the Word

Instruction

4. Worship in the Table 
4.1 Invitation to the Table 
4.2 Participation in the Table 
4.3 Song #3

Confession 

Assurance 

Thanksgiving
5. Worship in Commissioning 
5.1 Offering Charge 
5.2 Benediction

Charge  

Blessing
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✴ Then the other weeks can be testimonies (similar to what we’ve done every week here) 
of how people have come to Christ, but it can be broader on what people are learning 
and how they are growing in Christ, enduring trials 
- In general an area that many churches I think have under-utilized in worship is 

testimonies 
๏ 2. Family 

✴ A testimony from a family on how they go about family worship 
✴ A married couple that has reached a significant anniversary - 10, 15, 25, 50 years - can 

share some lessons from marriage 
✴ Or, I know we have multiple adoptive families in our church - and if willing, we’d love 

to hear that story of how God led you towards that 
๏ 3. Work 

✴ We can have congregation members come up and share how about their work and how 
they image God and display dominion over creation and serve the common good 
through their work 

๏ 4. Society 
✴ Here we want to be focused on the fact that we’re part of a city and we care for our 

city - specifically most locally its Forsyth County - so maybe one week we do bring in 
Dr. Keefer to ask how we can pray for Sharon Elementary, or we have a community 
partner doing mercy ministry (I know of food pantries, crisis pregnancy centers, 
shelters for women facing abuse), also we can highlight other local churches and ways 
we can be praying for them and having a kingdom mindset, and finally if there’s a 
local, state, or national political issue or vote that is important to be aware of - that is 
something we can highlight and pray for 

๏ 5. World 
✴ Here we want to be thinking of the work of global missions and missionaries our 

church is supporting and sharing their updates and praying for them 
✴ Also, we might highlight specific countries, current events, persecution, etc. for us to 

be praying about 
• So again the hope is - through this cycle of updates - we want to be discipling our people - 

here are the spheres of love a Christian is called to care about and bear fruit in…all of this is 
part of kingdom expansion - church, family, work, community, and the world 
๏ And then at the end of that update - we’ll have the pastoral prayer done…which is an 

element of many Reformed PCA churches - and its a way a pastor or Elder prays with and 
over a congregation - and definitely one of the prayer topics will be on the area we 
updated on 

• So “spheres of love" is certainly an idea unique to JOAN, but I think its exciting and I look 
forward to seeing how God uses it in the life of our church 

2. Preaching 
• Thus far, with our Launch Team Sundays - I have been doing more seminars, not sermons 

really - so you haven’t exactly gotten a feel of what it would be like to hear the preaching of 
the Word on Sundays fully 
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๏ So, let me share a few things about the Sunday sermon 
• 1) Preachers 

๏ So I started to plan out the 52 weeks of 2023 and I’ve scheduled myself to preach about 40 
weeks so I can have 12 weeks off from preaching - to have some breaks and also to allow 
JOAN to hear God’s Word from others 
✴ So I’m pleased to let you know that from within our congregation - Gordon will be 

preaching the most after me and we’re grateful for him being part of JOAN because of 
his years of pastoral experience but also since he is a PCA Teaching Elder he is 
ordained to teach in our church setting and also officiate the Lord’s Table 

✴ Also, I’ve asked Joshua Sunderraj and Scott Lilly to preach as well and we’ll have the 
privilege of hearing from them in 2023 as well - so I’m grateful for that 

✴ On top of that we’ll have some other outside speakers - I’m still finalizing some of 
that, but Bob Cargo, Perimeter’s Church Planting director will be one of them 

• 2) Type of Preaching: Mostly expositional and some topical preaching 
๏ There can be different approaches to preaching and two major spectrums are topical and 

expositional 
✴ Topical preaching is more like - a series on finances, a series on the Miracles of Jesus, 

a series on the Doctrine of salvation, a series on gender and marriage 
✴ Expositional preaching is more like - taking an entire book of the Bible and going 

through it week by week 
๏ I think there are benefits to both types - we need a good diet of both for our growth 

✴ But, I have found and we have seen in the history of the church - that expositional 
preaching through books of the Bible produces long-term depth in God's people 
- And I think part of the reason for that is - it gets us into the Word more deeply vs. 

topical preaching is more flying over texts to speak to a topic (which again 
sometimes we need), but God’s people are not as deeply rooted in knowing God’s 
Word and how to study it 
• The joy of a preacher is - sermons on Sunday model how to study and interpret 

the Bible - so that you’re hungry to get into it for yourself Monday-Saturday 
๏ So, to give you an idea of where we’re headed a bit in 2023 

✴ Starting January 29 - I’ll do a 5 week series on our Discipleship Pathway of Gospel, 
Grace, Joy, Righteousness, and Love - but I won’t do it the way I did here but I’ll have 
more like standalone sermons to speak to that topic 

✴ Then for most of Spring 2023 - I’ll start a series on the Gospel of Luke 
✴ In the Summer of 2023 - I’ll be doing some topical sermons on theology 
✴ Fall 2023 - I’ll start a series on Genesis 

- Luke - as a Gospel is relevant I think because his genealogy starts with Adam and 
what we see is Christ is being revealed as the 2nd Adam - redeeming what was lost 
in Genesis. And also Luke is a Gentile writing in a way to help other Gentiles 
understand Christ and this larger story - which I think is relevant again for our 
context 

- Genesis - I hope to touch on God’s purposes for creation, for humanity, for gender, 
for marriage…and then get into the Fall and God’s plan of redemption 
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• 3) Approach to Preaching: Word + Table 
๏ Length or the sermon: 30-40 minutes 

✴ Some traditions the sermons can be more like a homily of 15 minutes 
✴ My previous church and other traditions could be 1 hour 

๏ Personally, I’ve decided to try and stick to 30 minutes because I also have had the 
conviction of doing communion every week 
✴ And to me (and maybe you’ve observed this already) - I see the Word and Table 

connecting to one another 
✴ And while the Word (if the text dictates it) may be more of a challenging word or 

rebuking word - and so I want to preach that faithfully, but the Table allows me to 
bring us back to the cross, to the Gospel - where we find our rest, our strength -  
- Where when we see how we fall short of the Word, in the Table we know we’re 

forgiven.  
- Or if we feel incapable of obedience that Word calls, in the Table we’ll find 

strength 
๏ So to me a 30 minute sermon (but, up to 40 minutes when needed) + 10 minute 

communion is a good time for Word faithful and Gospel-centered instruction 
• Hopes for listeners 

๏ A few cultures I’d love to develop in our church is this: 
๏ 1. Using physical Bibles 

✴ Now we won’t be legalistic about that - some people genuinely use their phone and 
take notes on it - if so and that legitimately is the best tool for you, then do it 

✴ But others of us, we just got used to not bringing a physical Bible - and my concern is 
our phones (I know for me) lead to distraction - the physical Bible is just the Bible, not 
ESPN a click away 

๏ 2. Note taking 
✴ Again, some people I know their wiring is - they do worse if they take notes versus 

listen 
✴ But, I would say I am a teacher-preacher, not just preacher - and to get the most out of 

the sermon…I think you do need to follow the outline and understand the internal 
logic and outline to get the most out of it 
- And so I’ll produce an outline and have the verse references to help you see - this 

point came from this verse 
๏ 3. Digesting through dialogue 

✴ That’s why our Bible study will be sermon based and I hope the sermon is not just a 
one-time event, but becomes the subject of conversation in car rides home with 
spouses, with children, in Sunday school, and through the week - so that God’s Word 
for our church might root itself deeper and make greater impact 

3. Giving 
• 1) Offering time in service 

๏ Most churches have done their offering before the sermon time 
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๏ But, thinking through the flow of service - after the preaching of the Word and Table - the 
hope is the heart is refueled and filled and now ready and desiring to give their life for the 
cause of Christ 
✴ And one of the ways we give is financially - and so the giving charge will be at the end 

along with other calls of responding to the Word 
• 2) Scriptural teaching on giving - how much should we give? 

๏ Now, I haven’t talked much about our giving during our Launch Team Sundays, but 
thought this was a good time to do that 

๏ There are different views on giving to the church - but the most basic debate you can say 
is whether tithing (giving 10% of your gross income) is only an Old Testament command 
or is it a New Testament command as well 

๏ My personal view is, I don’t think tithing is a New Testament command because I see 
those OT commands which relate to the Levitical priesthood as being fulfilled in Christ 
and the NT doesn’t speak of giving tithes 
✴ But the New Testament DOES talk about giving but while it doesn't prescribe an 

amount, it emphasizes this - in light of Christ giving ALL to you, give your ALL to 
Him with a glad and cheerful and generous heart - in some sense you can say the 
standard of giving is elevated even in the New Testament 

๏ So, that being said, in our church we'll still talk about giving “tithes and offerings” - 
because I do think the Old Testament command to give 10% of your income to the 
priesthood is still a helpful principal to help Christians think about how a standard for 
giving to the Church of Jesus Christ 
✴ But for some the Lord’s blessing on your life and the measure of your faith may mean 

you can give more than 10% 
✴ For others, maybe you've not really tithed before and to do so would really be an act of 

faith - then I’d say prayerfully start where you are at and I think its a good goal to 
work yourself towards giving a tithe 

๏ So I’ll share for myself and Marilyn - a challenge I had received during my college days 
was to tithe 10% to the church but to also give 10% to missions 
✴ And so as a family we’ve tried to keep that as our goal for giving - now once I stopped 

doing engineering and Marilyn nursing - we needed to adjust on our missions giving in 
different seasons  

✴ But now, our 10% missions is a general generosity budget - can be missions, but also 
we use it gifts and meals for family and friends and church 

๏ I share that not as a boast or to dictate to anyone - but hopefully to model as your pastor - 
as Christ has been infinitely generous to us, may we be generous towards the cause of 
Christ 

• 3) Financial integrity within JOAN 
๏ So one of our vows of membership is that we are committed to support the work of the 

church and part of that support and giving of your time and your talents, but it also 
involves giving of your finances 
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✴ And obviously a significant portion of that is to support all our operating costs as a 
church, but also of course to support me as your pastor and also any future staff that 
we’ll have 
- Now it can always be weird for the pastor to talk about giving - because there’s 

always a fear - OK this guy just wants our money because it is going in his pocket 
๏ But let me address a few things to hopefully mitigate that fear that our church by the grace 

of God is seeking to steward our finances with integrity 
✴ First of all, being under Perimeter - all of our finances goes to them and it is the CPC 

(our Elders), with HR, and actually with our presbytery that approves my salary - so I 
don't have control to dictate my salary 
- And then also, I don’t have access to a JOAN bank account - it doesn’t exist - 

every penny gets accounted for by Perimeter and what I spend is tracked and I 
need to operate inside of a budget 

- And then even the operating budget of the church (which I do propose) needs to 
get approved by the Elders as well 

- So, I pray you can give with confidence - that as a church plant we are in quite a 
healthy system being under the accountability of Perimeter 

• 4) Scriptural teaching on giving - providing for the work and mission of the church 
๏ So I already touched on this a little bit, but I talked about principles of what Scripture says 

on how much to give towards the church, then also financial integrity 
✴ But I wanted to talk now about - why are we giving to the church? What are we 

supporting? - And Scripture teaches that we give to provide for the work and mission 
of the church 

๏ So practically what that means is - for you as a giver to JOAN or any church you will be a 
part of - that ONE of your desires and attitudes is to say…“We are being cared for 
spiritually by the pastors and staff of this church - and so, I want to make sure that I do my 
part to take care of them” 
✴ I don’t know the type of churches you grew up in - but some churches the philosophy 

is - the pastor is serving God and so he and his family should be willing to suffer for 
the Gospel and take as little pay as possible and trust God to provide 
- And honestly for many years that was our situation as a family - where I left 

engineering, Marilyn stopped working as a nurse - and for years after our income 
was less than our expenses…we lived in the red financially for years 
• And again I am not disparaging any church’s philosophy, we did learn how 

MUCH God cares for us and provides and our focus was never on money - we 
truly wanted to just serve God 

✴ But I am thankful that being in the PCA and Perimeter - the desire of our denomination 
and church is to say  
- The pastoral role is one of the most stressful, difficult vocations and yet it is vital 

to a healthy functioning church obviously - and so we want to take care of the 
pastor and their family, and reduce their burdens, not increase them 
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✴ So I am thankful to say - well, I still don’t and I don’t think I ever will make as much 
as I could as an engineer and if Marilyn worked again as a nurse - but through the PCA 
and Perimeter our family has our needs being met 
- But why do I share this? - To start to train us as a church and as a Launch Team 

and any church you are a part of to say - hey, part of our role is to say - are we 
taking caring of our pastors and future pastors and staff? And one of the important 
ways you do that is through faithful and generous giving to the church 

๏ But our goal for giving is yes to take care of the pastors and staff internally - but 
ultimately because we want the Gospel to go out FROM US into the community and 
world 
✴ So, let me share an update of where we're at and where we want to head as a church 

- So remember our vision - is to bless the nations locally and globally - and so our 
budget is set up to help us be equipped to do that - especially through Life Groups 
• But we do eventually need to hire more Staff as we grow to accomplish our 

vision 
- So our budget projection has been to have a 6 year runway for us to become 

financially independent and also by year 6 to have at least part time someone that 
can be an Admin, Overseer for Life Groups, Overseer for Sundays, and then 
specific roles for Sundays - Worship, Children, and Youth, and then also have a 
missionary work we are supporting locally 
• And also I want you to know that we have built into our budget from the start 

that our church tithes 10% to give towards mission locally and globally…and 
Lord-willing that can even increase over time 

✴ So, let me ENCOURAGE you that you all have been generous and given and our 
internal giving is ahead of what when I made a budget before I even recruited a Core 
Team - I projected about $50,000 annual giving for the first year, but if I project a 
whole year for our group we're about $160,000 annually - so we’re WAY ahead of my 
projection 

✴ So for numbers people out there - our goal for financial independence in 6 years is to 
have about $400,000 annual income of tithes 
- So let me try and make that goal a little more simple - right now we average about 

13 family units giving $1,000/mo, but if we add 20 more family units giving 
$1,000/mo - we’d get to our self-sufficiency goal 

๏ So all that to say - I think by God's grace - we can get there and probably be self-sufficient 
before 6 years 
✴ But I think more importantly - I think through a generous people - we have so much 

potential to make a powerful impact for Christ to bless the nations locally and globally 
• Well, normally the offering charge is going to be like 30 seconds, but as we're the Launch 

Team - I just wanted you all to have a greater understanding about our heart and philosophy of 
giving 
๏ And I pray we develop personally, teach our children what a joy and blessing it is when 

we’re generous people - Amen?  
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